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ABSTRACT

Small area estimation has received considerable attention in recent years due to growing interest in analyzing
domains/areas with very small sample sizes. In order to achieve reliable predictions for such areas, improvised
small area techniques need to be adopted. One such technique has been recently proposed using multivariate
exchangeable copulas to characterize the error distribution under the linear regression model. While this model
offers a highly flexible framework for small area predictions, obtaining reliable estimators of the mean squared
prediction error (MSPE) under this model is not straightforward. In addition, the MSPE estimators may perform
poorly when such a complex model is misspecified. This paper introduces a likelihood framework to estimate the
intra-class dependence of the multivariate exchangeable copula for empirical best unbiased prediction (EBUP)
of small area means. We consider both parametric and semi-parametric approaches, and outline a bootstrap
method under each approach to obtain a nearly unbiased estimate of the MSPE of the EBUP of small area
means. A Monte Carlo simulation study is conducted to evaluate performance of the proposed methods under
potential model mis-specifications.

KEY WORDS: Best unbiased predictor, Bootstrap, Mean squared prediction error, Multivariate exchangeable
copula, Pseudo-copula likelihood, Small area estimation,

1 INTRODUCTION

Rivest et al.(2016) proposed a copula-based small area model to estimate the mean values of a survey variable
in small areas. Their model uses a multivariate exchangeable copula to define the dependency structure among
the regression errors within each small area. Moreover, the defined model is assumed to follow two assumptions
i.e., exchangeable property for the value of copula and invariance property for its dimensions. It also provides
flexibility to practitioners in modeling of the errors when their joint distribution deviates from a multivariate
normal distribution. Mathematically, their probability model for Y given x can be expressed as,

Yij = xTijβ + εij , i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni, (1)

where Y is the variable of interest for the jth sampled unit in the ith small area, x is the corresponding p-dimensional
vector of auxiliary variable, m is the number of small areas of sizes N1, N2, . . . , Nm, β is the regression parameter
and the error terms εij have the marginal distribution Fε with zero mean and finite variance σ2. Suppose, the
marginal error distribution Fε is parametrized by δ, and the joint error distribution of each area is expressed in
terms of a parametric exchangeable copula Cα,1:Ni as

Fα,Ni(εi,1, . . . , εi,Ni) = Cα,Ni{Fε(εi,1; δ), . . . , Fε(εi,Ni ; δ)}. (2)

Here α is the copula parameter, which quantifies the within-area dependence. Furthermore, the dependency
parameter α is connected with the intra-class correlation (ICC) of εij = νi + ξij given by ρ = σ2ν/(σ

2
ν + σ2ξ ), where

σ2ν and σ2ξ are the variances of νi and ξij , respectively. Under the independence of these terms, the variance of εij
is given by σ2 = σ2ν + σ2ξ .
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2 Prediction of Small Area Estimators

One of the main goals in small area estimation (SAE) is to predict small area means ȲiU =
∑Ni

j=1 Yij/Ni. Suppose a
random sample denoted by si of size ni is drawn using simple random sample for each small area i for i = 1, . . . ,m
with known population size Ni. The sample {(Yij , xij); i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , ni} is assumed to obey the model
defined in equation (1), i.e., there is no sample selection bias. The mean of errors from the sampled data for the
ith small area is ε̄is =

∑ni
j=1 εij/ni and ri is denoted as the non-sampled data within the ith small area.

Under the true model with known parameter, the best unbiased predictor (BUP) of small area mean, is given
by

Ȳ BUP
iU = x̄TiUβ +

ni
Ni
ε̄is +

Ni − ni
Ni

E(εia|εij ; j ∈ si), (3)

where x̄iU is the population mean of auxiliary variable, β as a regression coefficient and a stands for un-sampled
unit of ith small area. The MSPE of the BUP of small area mean is given by

MSPE(Ȳ BUP
iU ) = E (Cov{εia, εib|εij , j ∈ si}) = σ2ρ− E{E(εia|εij , j ∈ si)2}, (4)

where (a, b) stands for the units from ri. In practice the parameters are unknown and have to be estimated using
the sample data.

2.1 Estimation of Model Parameters

Given data {(Yij , xij); i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, . . . , ni}, one can fit the model (1) through a two-stage estimation
procedure. First, assuming a simple linear regression in model (1), the regression vector β is estimated under
the linear regression model and the residuals eij(= Yij − xTij β̂) are obtained. The residuals eij are then converted
to the uniform scale using the marginal error distribution. Second, the copula parameter α of the multivariate
exchangeable copula Cα is estimated using the maximum pseudo copula log-likelihood.

If a parametric model Fε(·; δ) is available, the marginal error distribution is estimated parametrically using F̂ε =
F̂ε(eij ; δ̂), where δ̂ is the maximum likelihood estimate of δ. After that, the estimated marginal error distribution
is used to obtain pseudo observations, i.e., the copula data, stated as (ûi,1, . . . , ûi,ni) = (F̂ε(ei,1), . . . , F̂ε(ei,ni)).
Then, the pseudo copula log-likelihood is employed to estimate copula parameter, given by,

`(α) =
m∑
i=1

ln[cα(ûi1, . . . , ûini |α)], (5)

where cα is the copula density. Here, the estimated copula parameter α̂ is the one that maximizes the pseudo
log-likelihood (5). Whereas, in a semi-parametric model, the empirical cumulative distribution function is used to
estimate the marginal error distribution where 1/(n + 1), (here n =

∑m
i=1 ni), is used to avoid evaluation of the

copula density at boundary [0, 1]n (Genest et al.,1995). The pseudo-observations are defined as (ũi,1, . . . , ũi,ni) =
(F̃ε(ei,1), . . . , F̃ε(ei,ni)). Subsequently, the margins are estimated by the empirical cdfs, which yields the pseudo
copula log-likelihood as `(α) defined in equation (5), where ûi is replaced by ũi. Then, the estimated copula
parameter α̃ is obtained by maximizing the pseudo log-likelihood.

2.2 Empirical BUP of Small Area Means

The BUP of small area mean (3) is constructed with a conditional distribution of un-sampled error term given the
sampled error terms and defined as

E(εia | εij , j ∈ si) =

∫ ∞
−∞

zw1i{Fε(z), Fε(εij) : j ∈ si, α}dFε(z), (6)

where z is the unobserved error term with marginal distribution defined as Fε(z). The weight function w1i is
the conditional density (see Rivest et al.,2016 for details). Further, the estimates of the regression coefficient β,
marginal error distribution Fε, and the copula parameter α are used to obtain an empirical predictor of (6), i.e.,

êi =

∑m
i1=1

∑
j1∈si1

ei1,j1w1i{F̂ε(ei1,j1), F̂ε(ei,j) : j ∈ si, α̂}∑m
i1=1

∑
j1∈si1

w1i{F̂ε(ei1,j1), F̂ε(ei,j) : j ∈ si, α̂}
.

Then, the empirical BUP (EBUP) of ȲiU is defined as
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ˆ̄YiU = x̄TiU β̂ +
ni
Ni
ēis +

Ni − ni
Ni

êi, (7)

where, ēis is the sampled mean of residuals for the ith small area. For the semi-parametric case, one can replace

the êi and F̂ε(ei,j) in (7) by ẽi and F̃ε(ei,j), to get the EBUP of small area means (called ˜̄YiU ).

2.3 Mean Squared Prediction Error

The prediction error of the EBUP of small area means can be decomposed as ˆ̄YiU − ȲiU = (Ȳ BUP
iU − ȲiU ) + ( ˆ̄YiU −

Ȳ BUP
iU ). We can then write

MSPE( ˆ̄YiU ) = E{( ˆ̄YiU − ȲiU )2}

= E{(Ȳ BUP
iU − ȲiU )2}+ E{(Ȳ BUP

iU − ˆ̄YiU )2}+ 2E{(Ȳ BUP
iU − ȲiU )( ˆ̄YiU − Ȳ BUP

iU )}
= M1i + M2i + M3i,

(8)

where M1i is MSPE(Ȳ BUP
iU ) given in (4). Note that the MSPE( ˆ̄YiU ) is a function of unknown parameters. It is

then necessary to provide a nearly-unbiased estimator of the MSPE( ˆ̄YiU ).
As a known fact, under the normality assumption, the cross product term M3i is zero (Rao and Molina,2015).

However, for the complex small area models such as (1), the expectation of the cross product can be of similar
magnitude as the M1i and M2i of (8). Rivest et al.(2016) used the jackknife approach (referred as the RVB method)
for the estimation of MSPE of the EBUP of small area means, which only capture the variations of the first two
terms of (8). Hence, this may lead to a significant bias in the estimation of MSPE by ignoring the variation of
the cross-product term. Taking this into account, the cross-product term cannot be assumed zero and hence it is
necessary to look upon this term in the estimation procedure of MSPE of the EBUP of small area means.

2.4 MSPE Estimation using Bootstrap Method

The goal of this section is to outline the proposed MSPE estimation method. For the small area model (1), it is not
possible to obtain a closed analytical expression of MSPE. When an explicit formula for MSPE is not available, it
is even harder to provide reliable estimate of the MSPE. One way to tackle this issue is to use re-sampling methods
for the estimation of the MSPE of the EBUP of small area means (Hall & Maiti,2006; Torabi, 2012). In order to
properly capture the all variations in the MSPE of the EBUP of small area means including the cross-product term
i.e., M3i in (8), we propose a bootstrap approach. The parametric bootstrap methods under the exchangeable
copula model is defined in Algorithm 1.

Bootstrap method for semi-parametric also follows the similar procedure like parametric bootstrap method.
Likewise, it starts with the generation of copula data using the fitted copula Cα̃. Next, under the parametric
approach, inverse cdf of the fitted marginal distribution F̂ε(·; δ̂) is used to obtain the error terms of the bootstrap
population. But in the semi-parametric approach, obtaining the error terms from the generated copula data is
not straight-forward due to the absence of a generative marginal error distribution. Therefore, we address this
challenge by using a quantile mapping approach that maps the generated copula data to the empirical quantiles
of the residuals in the sample. Furthermore, using the fitted linear models with the corresponding bootstrap error

terms, we can then define bootstrap population (say, Y
∗(b)
ij ; (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni; b = 1, . . . , B), where B

is the number of bootstrap runs). Then, the remaining steps of the semi-parametric bootstrap method are very

similar which involve simple random samples (Y
∗(b)
ij ; (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , ni; b = 1, . . . , B)) from the bootstrap

populations, performing the estimation the same way it is done, getting the EBUP of the small area means ( ˜̄Y
∗(b)
iU )

and executing the same process over large number of bootstrap samples, B, to compute semi-parametric bootstrap
MSPE estimation.

3 Simulation Study

Following Rivest et al.(2016), we generated the responses Yij for the population units from the simple linear
regression model (1) with β0 and β1 equal to 1. We considered a population with m(=10) small areas, where
each area consists of Ni=200 units. We first generated the copula data using the exchangeable copula defined in
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Algorithm 1 Parametric bootstrap method for the estimation of MSPE of the EBUP of small area means

Given the estimated model parameters (β̂, δ̂, α̂) from the dataset {(Yij , xij); i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , ni}:
Bootstrap population:

1: Generate copula data û
(b)
ij , (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni; b = 1, . . . , B) from Cα̂, where B is the number of

bootstrap runs.

2: Use the inverse cdf method to obtain bootstrap error terms ε
(b)
ij = F−1ε (û

(b)
ij ; δ̂), (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni; b =

1, . . . , B).

3: Obtain bootstrap population Y
(b)
ij = xTij β̂ + ε

(b)
ij , (i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni; b = 1, . . . , B).

4: Compute the mean of the bootstrap population as Ȳ
(b)
iU = N−1i

∑Ni
j=1 Y

(b)
ij , (i = 1, . . . ,m).

Bootstrap sample:
5: Get a bootstrap sample from the bootstrap population using simple random sample without replacement.

6: Perform the parametric estimation, using the bootstrap sample {(Y (b)
ij , xij); i = 1, ...,m; j = 1, ..., ni} to get

the bootstrap estimates (β̂(b), δ̂(b), α̂(b), ê
(b)
i ), (b = 1, . . . , B).

7: The bootstrap EBUP of small area means is calculated as

ˆ̄Y
(b)
iU = x̄TiU β̂

(b) +
ni
Ni
ē
(b)
is +

Ni − ni
Ni

êi
(b),

here ē
(b)
is is the sampled mean of residuals for the ith small area at bth bootstrap run.

8: After obtaining the bootstrap EBUP for a large number of bootstrap samples, B, compute the parametric
bootstrap MSPE estimation by

mspeboot(
ˆ̄YiU ) =

1

B

B∑
b=1

( ˆ̄Y
(b)
iU − Ȳ

(b)
iU )2. (9)

(1) with ICC of ρ=0.5. For the marginal error distribution, we considered standard normal, and skewed normal

distribution with skewness(γ)= 10. For R=500, independent sets of {e(r)ij ; i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , Ni; r = 1, . . . , R}
and corresponding xij were generated from N(1, 1) and kept fixed across the Monte-Carlo replicates. Consequently,

R=500 population datasets {Y (r)
ij } were obtained and the population mean for the rth simulation run and ith small

area was given by Ȳ
(r)
iU = N−1i

∑Ni
j=1 Y

(r)
ij . Second, sampled data {Y (r)

ij ; i = 1, . . . ,m; j = 1, . . . , ni; r = 1, . . . , R}
were drawn randomly for each area of size ni=4. Then, the model parameters were estimated and the EBUP

of small area means were obtained for both parametric ( ˆ̄Y
(r)
iU ) and semi-parametric (Ỹ

(r)
iU ) methods. We then

employed the algorithms defined in Section 2.4 for the estimation of MSPE of small area mean predictors with
B=100.

The performances of the parametric, semi-parametric, and RVB approaches were assessed using the bias and
the empirical MSPE (EMSPE) of small area mean predictors. In the case of parametric approach, these are
calculated using,

Bias( ˆ̄YiU ) =
1

R

R∑
r=1

{ ˆ̄Y
(r)
iU − Ȳ

(r)
iU },

and the EMSPE of ˆ̄YiU (followed by equation (8)) as

EMSPE( ˆ̄YiU ) =
1

R

R∑
r=1

{Ȳ BUP (r)
iU − Ȳ (r)

iU }
2 +

1

R

R∑
r=1

{Ȳ BUP (r)
iU − ˆ̄Y

(r)
iU }

2 + 2
1

R

R∑
r=1

{Ȳ BUP (r)
iU − ˆ̄Y

(r)
iU }{Ȳ

(r)
iU − Ȳ

BUP (r)
iU }

= M̃1i + M̃2i + M̃3i,

where Ȳ
BUP (r)
iU is the BUP of small area mean for rth simulation run at area i. To evaluate the performance of

MSPE estimation of the EBUP of small area means using the three approaches, we define the relative bias (RB)
of MSPE estimator, say mspe, where RB of mspe is given by

RB(mspeboot(
ˆ̄YiU )) =

1
R

∑R
r=1 mspeboot(

ˆ̄Y
(r)
iU )

EMSPE( ˆ̄YiU )
− 1.

Note that the bootstrap approach was used for the parametric and semi-parametric methods while the jackknife
method was used for the RVB method to get the estimation of MSPE of the EBUP of small area means. The
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performance of semi-parametric approach was assessed similarly by replacing ˆ̄YiU with ˜̄YiU . The MSPE of the best
linear unbiased predictor (EBLUP) is 0.1 under this setting (see Rivest et al.,2016 for details).

Correctly Specified Joint Model

In this simulation experiment, our objective is to evaluate the three approaches (parametric, semi-parametric,
and RVB) when the true regression model and error margins were correctly specified in the estimation. Table
1 summarize the results for different copula family (Clayton, Gaussian, Frank, and Gumbel) with normal error
margins.

In Table 1, M̃1, M̃2 and M̃3 are M̃1i, M̃2i and M̃3i, averaged over small areas, respectively. Notably, the cross-
product term, M̃3, is not ignorable for m=10. As seen in Table 1,the magnitude of the cross-product term M̃3 is
similar as the M̃2 in most cases, and has a negative sign in all cases; noting that M̃2 captures the variation due
to the estimation of the model parameters. As a result of ignoring the cross-product term, the MSPE estimator
in the RVB method is always higher than the true EMSPE which leads RB to be positive and larger than the
parametric and semi-parametric bootstrap approaches.

Table 1: Average response bias, empirical MSPE, percent relative bias of MSPE estimate of small area mean
predictors and decomposition of EMSPE from three estimators when model is correctly specified

Parametric Semi-parametric RVB Method

Copula M̃1 M̃2 M̃3 M̃1 M̃2 M̃3 M̃1 M̃2 M̃3

Clayton 0.098 0.023 -0.028 0.098 0.040 -0.041 0.098 0.039 -0.030
Gaussian 0.129 0.022 -0.035 0.129 0.036 -0.050 0.129 0.030 -0.044

Frank 0.108 0.026 -0.025 0.108 0.032 -0.030 0.102 0.030 -0.029
Gumbel 0.107 0.028 -0.035 0.107 0.039 -0.046 0.102 0.032 -0.035

Bias EMSPE RB (%) Bias EMSPE RB (%) Bias EMSPE RB (%)

Clayton -0.013 0.094 -2.1 0.002 0.098 5.1 -0.022 0.107 18.7
Gaussian 0.009 0.116 -6.9 0.008 0.115 -2.6 -0.010 0.116 12.1

Frank 0.002 0.110 -8.2 0.007 0.110 -1.8 -0.012 0.103 15.5
Gumbel -0.006 0.100 -11.0 0.005 0.100 -2.0 -0.009 0.099 11.1

Misspecified Model

Another simulation experiment was conducted when the true population was drawn from the Clayton copula with
skewed normal margins. In this setting, we evaluated the performance of each method when true copula family,
the Clayton copula, is misspecified as the Gaussian copula; when true skewed normal margins, is misspecified as
standard normal margins; when both the Clyaton copula with skewed normal margins, are misspecified as the
Gaussian copula with standard normal margins. The results under this setting are reported in Table 2.

Table 2: Average response bias, empirical MSPE, percent relative bias of MSPE estimate of small area mean
predictors and decomposition of EMSPE from three estimators when model misspecified

Parametric Semi-parametric RVB Method

Misspecified M̃1 M̃2 M̃3 M̃1 M̃2 M̃3 M̃1 M̃2 M̃3

True 0.098 0.038 -0.029 0.098 0.038 -0.033 0.097 0.034 -0.028
Copula 0.099 0.044 -0.020 0.099 0.045 -0.022 0.098 0.041 -0.024

Error Margin 0.096 0.043 -0.025 0.096 0.036 -0.031 0.096 0.033 -0.027
Both 0.096 0.088 -0.030 0.096 0.045 -0.029 0.096 0.042 -0.027

Bias EMSPE RB (%) Bias EMSPE RB (%) Bias EMSPE RB (%)

True 0.001 0.107 -11.2 0.003 0.103 0.4 -0.025 0.102 27.7
Copula 0.006 0.124 -15.2 0.003 0.123 -8.6 0.001 0.115 17.4

Error Margin -0.071 0.114 -28.1 0.004 0.101 7.0 -0.025 0.101 28.7
Both -0.0003 0.156 -24.6 -0.005 0.114 3.2 -0.003 0.111 23.1

As expected, M̃2, is observed to be high in magnitude for misspecified copula in comparison with M̃2 when
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the copula family is correctly specified (true model). As M̃2 captures the variation due to the estimation of the
model parameters, which suffers from bias under a misspecified model. Also, when error margins are misspecified,
the EMSPE of the small area means remains the same in the semi-parametric and RVB methods. Whereas, it
affects the result of the EMSPE only in the parametric method, and mainly in terms of M̃2. Now considering
the situation where misspecification are in both copula and error margins, we observed the combination of both
previously stated results of either copula or margin is misspecified.

4 CONCLUSION

Estimation of the parameters of multivariate exchangeable copula model for mean squared prediction error (MSPE)
estimation of small area mean predictors and bootstrap method for MSPE estimation under both parametric and
semi-parametric methods have been proposed. A major finding of simulation results indicate that, the cross-
product term involved in the MSPE of the empirical best unbiased prediction (EBUP) of small area means is
not negligible. In fact, we addressed this aspect of cross-product term by doing examination on the contribution
of each term under the MSPE of the EBUP of small area means. Hence, the proposed bootstrap method was
enabled to capture all variations in the MSPE of EBUP of small area means including the possible cross-product
term. Additionally, in comparison to all three methods (parametric, semi-parametric, and RVB), semi-parametric
approach performed relatively well in terms of the MSPE of the EBUP of small area means, even under different
misspecification cases. In the end, it will be interesting to look over a situation when the covariates are measured
with error. We plan to study this subject in our future study.
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